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ABSIRACT 
A special class Y of n X n matrices is described, which has tensor rank n over the 
real field. A tensor base for general symmetric, persymmetric, both symmetric and 
persymmetric matrices and Toeplitz symmetric matrices can be defined in terms of 
the tensor bases ef Ei’ for some different values of 2. It is proved that both symmetric 
and persymmetric n X n matrices and Toeplitz symmetric n X n matrices have tensor 
rank [(n + 1)‘/4] and 2n - 2, respectively, in the real field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field. Let x = [xi,. . . ,x,1” and y = [ yi, . . . , y,]’ be vectors of 
indeterminates, and let F(x,, . . .,x,,, yi, . . . , y,) be the ring of polynomials over 
F in the indeterminates xi and yi. It is known that the optimal computation 
in F(x, y) of p bilinear forms jj =x’Aiy (i = 1,2,. . . ,p), where the Ai are n X n 
matrices over F, can be characterized by the rank of the tensor T which 
defines the trilinear form Er= i fi(x, y)q, where zi, . . . ,z,, are indeterminates 
(see [4, 5, 11-15, IS]). M ore p recisely, if T has rank k, then k non-scalar 
multiplications are necessary and sufficient to compute the set { fi}i= i,,,.,, if 
commutativity is not assumed. 
Recall that the rank of T is the smallest integer k such that 
T = +3vj9wj; ui E F”, vi E F”, wj E Fp (14 
The rank of T is also defined as the tensor rank of the set { Ai} i_ 1,, ,_, 
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which is in fact the least integer k such that 
In this case the k antiscalar matrices a& form a tensor base for the set 
tAiIli=l,...,p (see [14] or [15]). 
The purpose of this paper is to give a new example of a space ?P of n X n 
matrices of tensor rank n over the real field. Matrices of 9, for some 
different values of 1, are then used to find a tensor base for general 
symmetric and persymmetric matrices and Toeplitz symmetric matrices in 
the real field. 
We first introduce, in Sec. 2, the class ‘P, whose properties have been 
previously described in [3]. We prove that 5” has tensor rank n over the real 
field. 
The definition and some properties of the class C$ of n X n p-circulant 
matrices are also reviewed: the simultaneous reduction to a block-diagonal 
canonical form causes p-circulant rr x n matrices to have tensor rank n in the 
complex field. In Sec. 3 a tensor base for both symmetric and persymmetric 
matrices is found, which is expressed in terms of the tensor bases of q, for 
some different values of 1. We prove that general symmetric and persymmet- 
ric n X n matrices have tensor rank [(n + 1)‘/4]. Matrices of y and C?$_ i are 
also used to find a tensor base of general symmetric matrices, and a tensor 
base of general persymmetric matrices can be described, in the complex 
field, in terms of circulant matrices. All possible tensor bases of general 
Toeplitz matrices have been introduced in [14]. It is known that Toeplitz (or 
(Hankel) matrices have tensor rank 2n- 1 in the rational field. In Sec. 4, by 
using some recent techniques introduced in [16] and some previously stated 
properties of the class Y, we show that the class 2” of symmetric Toeplitz 
matrices of order n has tensor rank 2n - 2 in the real field. This means that 
to compute a matrix-vector product Ab or a set of bilinear forms x’A,y, 
i=l ,*a’, p, where A and 4 are Toeplitz matrices, only one non-scalar 
multiplication need be saved if we halve, by the effect of the symmetry, the 
number of different elements in A and 4. 
In Sec. 5 the algorithm which computes the matrix-vector product Ab, 
where A is both symmetric and persymmetric or Toeplitz symmetric, is 
extended to block matrices and block vectors, i.e., matrices and vectors 
whose elements are m X m matrices over F. 
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2. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES 
OF THE CLASS ti+’ AND (?,p 
Let F be the real field. Let T be the class of all symmetric and 
persymmetric n X n matrices T = ( ti,J such that their first column is obtained 
by choosing n elements of F (t,,, tsi,. . . , nl t ) and the other ones are obtained 
through the following rule: 
ti-l,f+ G+l,j , , = ti f-1 + ti j+lt 
i =2e**y i 
[ 1, i=i+l ,...,n - 1; (24 
where we put tiO=tq=ti,n+l=t,,+l,i=O. 
We notice (see [3]) that Ei” is closed with respect to matrix addition and 
multiplication, and the subclass of non-singular matrices of (!P is closed with 
respect to inversion. Moreover, if T,, T, E ?7’, then Tl* T, = T,* T,, i.e., the 
matrices of 9” commute with each other. All matrices of ‘F have a common 
set of eigenvectors, i.e., the eigenvectors of T E ?in are independent of the 
choice of ti 1, i-l,..., n, in F. In fact, the elements of the matrix U of the 
eigenvectors of T are 
2 ( 1 
l/2 





i,i = 1,2 ,***, n, 





and they depend on the choice of t 11, .. . , tnl in F (see [3]). Some problems in 
numerical analysis giving rise to matrices of T can be found in [8] and [19]. 
Now let us observe that sink is a solution of the difference equation 
dk = Cdk-l - dk-2, c = ~COSX, k = 2,3 ,..., (24 
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with the initial conditions 
a, = 0, d, = sinr. (2.5) 
Let dk = sinkx. It is easy to prove by induction the following 
LEMMA 2.1. 
di_,di + di+ldi = didi- + didi+,* (2.6) 
Proof. For i = 1 and i =2, (2.6) is a simple consequence of (2.4) and 
(2.5). If (2.6) is true for k= 1,2,. . . ,i, then we may write 
didi + di+,di = (cd,_,-di_,)di + (cd,+,-d,)d/ 
= c(di_,di+di+,di) - (di_,dj+didi) 
= c(didf_l+didj+,) - (di_,d/_,+di_,di+,) 
= (cdi-di-,)d/_1 + (cd*-di_,)dj+, 
= di+,dj-, + di+,dj+,* H 
We notice that the dimension of the vector space $7’ is n. So, to prove 
that T’ has tensor rank n, it is sufficient to exhibit a base of n matrices of 
rank one for the space $7’. 
THEOREM 2.1. The class 5” has tensor rank n in the red field. 
Proof. Let q,L$, . . .) u, be the eigenvectors of the matrices of p. If 
T E ??““, we may write 
U-‘TU = A T, 
where U=[ul,us,..., u,,] (U is orthonormal), and AT is the diagonal matrix of 
the eigenvalues of T. 
Let e, be the ith column of 1. Thus we have 
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Moreover the matrices uju: belong to p. In fact we have 
upf = - 2 r n+l sinTXisinsx,)r=l,...,n S=l,...,lI' 
where xi = in/(n+ 1). Thus, by Lemma 2.1, the property (2.1) is verified. 
The n matrices uiuf are linearly independent and form a tensor basis for the 
class 9?’ which has tensor rank n. n 
We are now going to recall the definition and some properties of 
p-circulant matrices. 
Let F be the complex field. It is known that the class (?’ of n X n 
circulant matrices is a commutative monoid, the inverse of a non-singular 
circulant matrix is circulant, and circulant matrices can be simultaneously 
transformed by unitary transformations into an explicit canonical form. 
Moreover it is possible to find, for p’, a tensor base in F; and the tensor rank 
of e is exactly n (see [12]). 
The class &$ of n X n p-circulant matrices has been introduced in [lo], 
and the canonical (block-diagonal) form of p-circulant matrices with (n, p) = 
1 has been derived in [l]. Some properties of p-circulant matrices are also 
stated in [6] and [17]. We recall that a p-circulant matrix c =(cii) is a square 
matrix of complex numbers such that the elements of the ith row are 
obtained from the elements of the (i - 1)th row through the rule 
cii = ci-l,i_p. 
If p = 1, a p-circulant matrix is circulant. 
We give now a brief list of the most relevant properties of p-circulant 
matrices. 
Property 1 [l]. A E C?$ iff K,,A = AQ, where K,, is the circulant matrix 
whose first row is [0 1 0 . * . 01. 
PTopetiy2 [l]. IfAE$ andBEq,thenABE(!&. 
Property 3 [S]. If A E&$ and A is non-singular, then A-‘Eq, where 
pq=l mod n. 
Property 4 [l]. If A E q and (n,p) = 1, there are T integers fi,fi, . . . ,fr, 
with Z:=ifi=n, such that 
H-‘AH = diag[Bi,& ,..., B,], 
where the columns of H are the columns of the matrix of eigenvectors of a 
circulant matrix in a particular order, and Bi = (b!:;(A)), T, s = 1,. . . ,j, is an 
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fi X fi broken-diagonal matrix, that is, 
b);“)(A) if ~=l ands=fi, 
b!f!(A) = b:)(A) if r=2,3,...,fi ands=r-1, 
0 elsewhere. 
Let us recall the definition of k-commutativity given in [9] and [lo]. Let 
A,,A,, . . . > A, be n X n matrices, and let Lk be the linear space spanned by 
the products of any k matrices of L,, where L, is the space of matrices 
spannedbyA,,...,~.Theset{A,,...,A,}issaidtobek-commutativeifkis 
the least integer such that the matrices of Z+ commute with each other and if 
some linear combination of A,, . . , ,A,, is non-singular. 
It is easy to prove the following 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf (n,p)= 1, then (2; is a class of k-commutative 
matrices, where k is the index to which p belongs mod n. 
Proof. If (n,p)= 1, th ere is an integer k such that p k E 1 (mod n) and 
k<+(n), where +(n) is the Euler function of n. Then every product of k 
p-circulant matrices is circulant (by Property 2) and C?F is a class of 
k-commutative matrices. n 
THEOREM 2.3. The class c?; (l<p<n-1) has tensor rank n in the 
complex field. 
Proof. If A E e;, then Property 2 implies the existence of a permutation 
matrix Q and a circulant matrix G such that A = QG (in this case Q must be 
p-circulant). It is clear that a tensor base of C_$, with (n,p) = 1, may be 
obtained directly even by using Property 4. In fact let H = (h,) = [hl, .. . , h,,] 
and 
let e, be the ith column of the identity matrix. Thus we have 
GA = 2 2 bj”(A)e,(i,i~g~(i,i)~ 
i=r j=l 




xfk+j+l if j=l,2 ,..., A-1, 
+(i,j) = :I: 
&fk+l if j=fi; 
if j=l,...,fi-1, 
so we can write 
NOW, because of Property 1, we have K,,h+Ci,ijg+Ci,ij =$(i,i~g~(i,oyP, i.e., the 
matfices $(i.&+(i, f) are p-circulant. Now the matrices h+Ci,ijglLCi,iJ are linearly 
independent and form a tensor base for C$ (( n,p) = l), which has tensor 
rank n. 
This proves the theorem for (n, p) = 1 by indicating the simultaneous 
reduction into a canonical (block-diagonal) form of p-circulant matrices. H 
Let us observe that if p= n, we obtain a 0-circulant matrix, in which 
every row is equal to the first row a,, . . . , a,,. It is obvious that the class pn 
has a tensor base of n antiscalar matrices in the real field. 
We note also that a generalization of the theory of p-circulant matrices is 
suggested in [l, Sec. 91. In fact, one may expect to find some other classes of 
matrices of tensor rank n whose properties are closely related to the 
properties of C_$. 
We have seen that the most relevant property in order for the classes y 
and C$ to have tensor rank n is the existence of a common set of n 
independent vectors xi,. . . , x, such that all matrices of each class can be 
simultaneously transformed into a canonical form through the transformation 
defined by the matrix X = [xi, . . . , xJ. (It is clear that the same is true for C.) 
Moreover, in the classes C?“, C$ and y this last property is connected with 
matrix commutativity and k-commutativity. In fact, we see that this connec- 
tion is not accidental from the following 
THEOREM 2.4 (B. Friedman [9]). Zf M,, . . . ,Mp are an irreducible set of 
k-commutative matrices, and if some linear combination of M,, M,,.. .,q is 
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non-singular, then M,, . . . , “p can be simultaneously transfmd into 
broken-diagonal matrices of dimension m, where m divides k, and the 
matrices Mi are m-commutative. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is related to the fact that irreducibility and 
k-commutativity imply the existence of a set of vectors which is invariant 
under all the Mi (see [9]). By the previous theorem, if p matrices A,, . . . ,% 
generate a semi-simple ring and are k-commutative, they can be simulta- 
neously transformed to a direct sum of broken-diagonal matrices [9]. This 
implies the following 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let the n X n matrices A,, . . . ,% generate a semi-sim- 
ple ring. Then, if A, ,..., 4 are k-commutative for some k > 1, the set 
&>j=l,...,p has tensor rank at most n. 
3. A TENSOR BASE FOR SYMMETRIC, PERSYMMETRIC 
AND BOTH SYMMETRIC AND PERSYMMETRIC MATRICES 
In this section F will be the real or the complex field. Let $5, (F), 9’” (F) 
and 9” (F) be the spaces of n X n matrices over F which are (respectively) 
symmetric, persymmetric and both symmetric and persymmetric. Lower 
bounds for the tensor ranks of these spaces is given by their dimensions, 
which are n2/2 + n/2, n2/2 + n/2 and [(n + 1)2/4], respectively. Moreover, 
a tensor base for T,,(F) may be obtained from a tensor base of S,(F) by 
simply using a multiplication by a permutation matrix. In the following 
theorem it is shown that a tensor base for S,(F) and a,,(F) can be expressed 
in terms of the tensor bases of the spaces of matrices defined in the previous 
section. 
THEOREM 3.1. The tensor rank of S,(F), C?‘,(F) and %3,,(F), where F 
can be the real or [for S,(F) and 9’,(F)] the complex field, is n2/2 + n/2, 
n2/2 + n/2 and [(n + 1)‘/4], respectively. 
Proof. If A = (a,) E 5, (F) and F is the real field, then we may split A 
into the sum of n matrices { I”};, i, where Tk = (tf’). In particular, Tl E y 
with @=a, i 
lorjdl 
(j=l ,..., n)andT,,k>2,issuchthatt{;)=Oifi=1,2 ,..., k- 
,...‘,k-1, and the submatrix (t&!))i=k,....n belongs to Tnpk+’ with 




, i.e., A ‘is bo&‘;jmmetric and persymmetric, we can find a 
split of A in terms of matrices of 9 for different values of 1. In fact A is the 
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sum of [(n + 1)/2] matrices Rk = (r(k)) k = 1,. . . , [(n + 1)/2], where R, E Ei” 
with r[f/=a,,j and R, (k>2) is succthat $‘#O if and only if i=iikk,...,n-k 
+l and j=k,..., n-k+l, and the submatrix (r$$ i,j=k ,..., n-k+l, 
belongs to T”-‘@- ‘1 with 
(k) 
k-l 
'k,i = ak, j - 2 rf:, j=k ,...,n-k+l. 
I=1 
Observe now that, by Theorem 2.1, Tk has tensor rank n - k + 1 and R, has 
tensor rank n - 2k + 2, so we have, respectively, the following two cases: 
A E&,(F), A = f: Tk = i “-$ ‘hjk)a!l)bjk)t, 
k-l k=l i=l 
(34 
[(n+Wl [(n+1)/2] n-2k+2 
A E ‘%(F), A = 2, & = El jg dk)flk)dk)‘, (3.2) 
where the antiscalar matrices ajk)bikjt, fjk)g\k)’ are defined in an obvious way 
by the matrices whose columns are the eigenvectors of the submatrices 
(t’k’)i i=k ..,, n and h$k’)i j=k . . . . n-k+l* 
bLh’sy&metric and persyrnmetric. 
They are, respectively, symmetric and 
In (3.1) the number of matrices a!k)b!k)t is n2/2 + n/2. These matrices are 
independent and form a tensor b&e ftor S,(F) that now has tensor rank 
n2/2 + n/2 in the real field. Similarly, the number of matrices fjk)&)’ is 
[(n + 1)‘/4]. They form a tensor base of an(F), and C%“(F) has tensor rank 
[(n + 1)2/4] in the real field. 
If F is the complex field, then we can get the same result for S, (F) by 
exploiting matrices belonging to the classes e_ i, for different values of 1. In 
fact, if A is symmetric, we have A = ~~,iFk, where FI E c_1 with ff)= aIi, 
and Fk (k>2) is such that Jjk)=O if i,j=l,...,k-1 and the submatrix 
(jr));:::...” belongs to C$j:,t+l 
3 ..,n 
with $?=a, .-X:z:fk(*/ ,I ,I > ’ j=k,k+l ,...,n. 
Then we have 
A ES,(F), A = s, Fk = kgl ^ ;$’ CY/~)U$~)V,(~)~, (3.3) 
where the matrices I.I{~)v~~)~ are obtained in an obvious way from the matrix 
which reduces to the block canonical form the submatrices (Jr)) i = k, .. . ,n. We 
have ujk)vikjt E s,(F), so the matrices ui vi (k) (k)t form a tensor b=&i’iL the 
complex field, of S,(F). 
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matrix of order n in the indeterminates a,, . . . , a,, and b is an n-vector in the 
indeterminates b,, . . . , b,. 
For completeness of the exposition of this subject we are now going to 
recall the concept of “firmness” of a set of indeterminates in a matrix, as it 
has been defined in [ 161. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let the elements of a matrix A be linear functions, in 
the field F, of the indeterminates a,,~,, . . . , a,. A set {a,,, . . . , uc} is called firm 
in A if 
(i) 
(ii) 
a4 occurs in A for every i; 
replacing any set r of indeterminates ai by a linear combination in 
F of the other indeterminates uk cannot make any of the { ai,, . . . , ui} - r 
disappear entirely in A. 
The following definition explains the notion of d-immunity of a matrix in 
a set of variables (see [IS]). 
DEFINITION 4.2. A matrix A is d-immune in {a,,, . . . , a+} if 
(i) {a,,,..., a$} is firm in A; 
(ii) the row rank of A is at least d, independent of replacing all 
indeterminates a. by an arbitrary linear combination in F of the remaining 
indeterminates d k’ 
The most important result with which the previous concept is concerned 
is the minimum number of multiplications required in the computation of a 
finite set of bilinear forms formulated as a matrix-vector product Ab. The 
number of general multiplications needed to compute Ab is then bounded 
below by the maximal number of the form d + r, where A can be d-immune 
in T indeterminates ak (see [16], Theorem 3.2). Moreover, this result is true if 
the indeterminates in the problem commute with each other. Now, it is not 
difficult to apply this theory to the space of Toeplitz symmetric matrices. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F be a field. The matrix-vector product Ab, where A 
is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix of or& n, requires at least 2n - 2 multiplica- 
tions. n 
Proof. The product Ab is defined by a set of n bilinear forms fi = a%,b, 
i= 1 , . . . , n, i.e., _by the trilinear form H(c, a, b) = Xl= lcif. It is known that the 
trihnear form H(b, c, a) obtained from H(c, a, b) by interc+@ng the role of 
the variables is computationally equivalent to H(c,a, b). H(b,c,a) defines the 
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matrix-vector product Ca, where C is the n X n matrix defined as follows: 
c = s, - s,, 
where S, = (S.‘!)) E Y’ with Si:/ = ci, and where S, = (S/F)) is such that Si$’ = 
St”! = S$) = Si$ = 0 and the submatrix (S,j?) i =2,. .,n - 1 belongs to T-2 with 
S?;‘J=c. . 
j=3,...,n 
Now it is easy to prove that C is n-immune in { ~2,. . . , c,, _ 1}. In 
f& cZs.ider the matrix C’ obtained from C by putting ci = acl + PC,,, 
a,/? E F, 1 <j <n. The rows of C’ are clearly independent mod F, and the 
row rank of C’ is n. Now the product Ca (as well as the product Ab) requires 
at least 2n - 2 multiplications. W 
EXAMPLE 4.1. If n = 5, then we have 
a1 
a2 























which is equivalent to 
Cl c2 c3 c4 c5 a1 
c2 c,+c, c4 c5 0 a2 
Ca = c3 c,+c, C,+C5 0 0 a3 
c4 c3+c5 c2 cl 0 a4 
c5 c4 c3 c2 Cl a5 
Put cj = (OCR + PC,, I= 2,3,4. Let c: be the ith row of C’. If Zg= r&c, E F”, 
Si E F, then we have 6, = 6, = 0. This implies 6, = 6, = 0 and, finally, 6, = 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. The subspace Z” of symmetric Toeplitz matrices of order 
n has tensor rank 2n - 2 in the real field. 
Proof. Let F be the real field. It is possible to find a tensor base of Z” 
by exploiting matrices belonging to Ei” and 9*-“. In fact, let A be a 
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symmetric Toeplitz matrix of order n over F, whose first row is 
[ a,,a,,..., a,]“. Then we have 
A = Tl - T,, (44 
where Tl = (tf)) E ‘P with t,!!) = aj, and where T, = (t,?)) is such that trj = t,$ 
= ti’]= tj!=O and the s&matrix (tf))j~;III:I;I; he I 7 longs to yV2, with 
t2,i= aj+lr I ‘=2 ,...,lz-1. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. If n = 5, then we have 
n 
aI a2 a3 a4 a5 
a2 al a2 a3 a4 
A = a3 a2 a, a2 a3 
a4 a3 a2 a, a2 
_ a5 a4 a3 a2 al 
1 a1 a2 a3 a4 
a2 al+a3 a2+a4 a3+a5 
= 
a3 a2+a4 a,+a,+a, a2+a4 
I a4 a3+a5 a2+a4 a5 a4 a3 
1 
00 0 00 
0 a, a4 a5 0 
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r 
1 0 -1 0 1 
00 00 0 
+$A, -1 0 1 0 -1 
00 00 0 
1 0 -10 1 
3 3 4 -4 0 + -$ 
3 ao_$ 3 ; 
+ $4 ; 00 0 0 




0 0 & 0 0 0 ; f 0 
hl 0 fv3 1 fv2 0 
0 ; ;Gi + 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
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‘0 0 0 
0 1 0 
+;/&a0 0 0 
0 -1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 $ 





0 0 1 
1 0 






where 4 and k are the eigenvalues of the matrix Tl and the submatrix 
( tjl?) f - 2.. , fl - 1, 
1=2,...,n-1 
respectively. 
Obviously, the analogue of Corollary 3.1 and 3.2 can be derived for the 
subspace 2”. 
5. BLOCK GENEBALIZATION 
The algorithms we suggested in the previous sections can be of practical 
interest only if scalar multiplications (i.e., multiplications like a-b or a-x, 
where a and b are given in F and x is unknown), take less time than 
non-scalar multiplications (i.e., multiplications like x’y, where x and y are 
both unknown-see for instance [I41 and [15]). Now let us observe that in 
(3.4), and in the analogous algorithms for A E T,,(F), A E a3,(F) and A EZ”, 
the commutative law is not required (i.e., it is not used between the 
indeterminates involved in the algorithms). Now, instead of F we can 
eventually choose a non-commutative ring @, provided the scalar elements 
involved in the algorithm belong to the center of &. In the present case the 
algorithms stated previously for the product Ab can be performed if we use 
block (or composite) matrices and block (or composite) vectors, i.e., matrices 
and vectors whose elements belong to the non-commutative ring of m X m 
matrices over F. In fact, it is possible to show that, in this case, all scalar 
elements we use in the algorithms are scalar matrices. This means that the 
non-scalar multiplications are matrix-matrix multiplications and the scalar 
multiplications are scalar-matrix multiplications and thus require less time. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let x,,(F) be the ring of n X n matrices ouer F. If the 
eigenuectors of a matrix Q E a,,(F) are linearly independent and the i th 
eigenualue & of Q has multiplicity m, (i = 1,2,. . . ,p), then the set C& of all 
m&rices of 9&,(F) which commute with Q is isomorphic to the set A,, of all 
block-diagonal matrices D=diag[M,, M,, . . ., M,], where Mi is a square 
matrix of order mi. 
Proof. Let T be the matrix of the eigenvectors of Q. With no loss of 
generality we can write 
QT = TR, 
where A = diag[A,I,,, l,. . . , +,Z_] (I, is the identity matrix of order k). The 
matrix T can be partitioned as follows: 
T = [T(l), Tc2), , . ., T(p)], 
where Tck) has n rows and m, columns. Let I$ (k) be the jth column of TCk); 
then we have 
QTi’k’ = Ti’k’hk, j = 1,2 >***> mk, k = 1,s ,..., p. 
If A E eQ, then we may write 
AQTi(k) = ATfkhk, 
Q(AT’k’)i = (ATCk))/hk; 
hence (ATCk$ belongs to the space of eigenvectors of &, that is, 
(AT(k))i = 2 p$‘Ti’k’, 
i=l ’ 
i=l ,...,w+ 
Put Mk = ( $))j, i = I,. , q * Thus we have ATck) = T(“)M,’ and 
T-‘AT = diag[M:,Ml,..., Mi], 
which proves that the map T - ‘AT is the desired isomorphism from 6$, onto 
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If A is an m X n matrix and I3 is a p X q matrix, we define the tensor 
product A @B as the mp X ng matrix (uiiB), obtained from A by replacing uii 
with the matrix uiiB. Now let Q = M @I,,,,, where Im is the m X m identity 
matrix and M = ( mif) is the n X n matrix defined as follows: 
1 
-2 if i=i, 
mii = 1 if Ii-il=l, (54 
0 if Ii-jl>l. 
The matrix (5.1) has n distinct eigenvalues 
4 =2(cos&-1) i = I,...,n 
(see [3]). Since M ET”, its eigenvectors are given in (2.2). Thus the non-sin- 
gular matrix U@OL, where U=(y) is defined in (2.2), reduces Q to a 
diagonal canonical form, and each eigenvalue of Q has multiplicity m. More 
precisely, we have 
QQ = UiAi, i = l,...,n, (5.2) 
where Vi = ui C3 &,,, with ui = [uii, usi,. . . , u,J, and Ai = 4 I,,,. Let ‘Pm be the 
class of n x n matrices whose elements are matrices of order m over F and 
satisfy (2.1) (i.e., ?P” is the block g eneralization of the class ‘?P described in 
Sec. 2). It is clear that if A E pm, then A commutes with Q, since Q belongs 
to p,“. Then, by the previous theorem, there exist n matrices T,, T,, . . . , T, 
of order m such that 
(UCS~)-lA(U~Z,) = diag[T,,Tz,...,T,,]. (5.3) 
The analogue of (2.3) can now be obtained by a simple reinterpretation of 
the various steps of the proof set in [3]. The following then holds: 
where the cif; have the same value they have in (2.3), and the mX m 
matrices Ak define A in yr”’ . Thus, a reinterpretation of (3.1), (3.2) and (4.1) 
is possible if A is a block-symmetric, both symmetric and persymmetric and 
Toeplitz-symmetric matrix. For instance if A is a block-symmetric and 
persymmetric matrix, [(n + 1)‘/4] matrices Ack) (k = 1,2,. . . , [(n + 1)/2], i = t 
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1 ,...,n-2k+2) of d or er m can be defined such that 
[(“+‘)/21 n-2k+2 
A= E 2 (lnB~jk))Fik)~/k)t, (5.5) 
k=l i=l 
where F.ck) = f. (8 k,, G.(k) = g @ I,, and fi and gi are the same as described in 
(3.2). If ‘X is i vector if ordkr rr whose elements are m X m matrices over F, 




2 (I, @Ajk))Fi(QGi(Qtx 
i==l 
[(“+1)/q n-2k+2 
= z, zl [ ~,~(AI~).G,(~)~x)]F~(~), (5.6) 
since the elements of FJk) are scalar matrices. 
In (5.6) are shown the [(n+ 1)2/4] matrix-matrix multiplications (Ajk))* 
(G.@)‘X) which are sufficient to compute AX. In this context the other 
(scilar) multiplications we need to perform the algorithm described in (5.6) 
are scalar-matrix multiplications. 
A block extension of the algorithm suggested by Theorem 4.2 is also 
possible for block-symmetric Toeplitz matrices over the real field. Finally we 
recall that in [l] some properties of composite p-circulant matrices are 
shown, which make possible a block generalization of (3.3) in the case 
A E s,(F), where F is the complex field. 
The author would like to thank Professor J. C. Lafbn for his comments on 
this paper. 
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